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Where there’s Light, there’s Dark: Introducing
the VanMoof S5 & A5 Dark Gray.

VanMoof introduces much-anticipated Dark Gray finish to complete its latest generation
of revolutionary city e-bikes.

Amsterdam, March 15 – Today, VanMoof reveals that the electric VanMoof S5 & A5 is ready to
ride in an all-new and highly-awaited Dark Gray finish. From today, riders can buy the S5 or A5
Dark Gray and expect to ride within 8 weeks.

With the same remastered straight and lower step-in frames and revolutionary tech as the
VanMoof S5 & A5 Light Gray, the Dark Gray completes the brand’s 5 Series. VanMoof draws
on the unique coexistence of light and dark in city spaces to frame the aesthetic of its latest city
e-bikes. 
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VanMoof S5 & A5: Feature recap
The VanMoof S5 & A5 feature a re-engineered ultra-silent and powerful motor, a long-range
battery, an extra powerful Boost button, and all the latest VanMoof anti-theft tech. The LED
Halo Ring handlebar interface communicates real-time feedback on speed, battery levels, and
more.The VanMoof S5 & A5 Dark Gray is available to buy via VanMoof’s website for $3498.

Book your test ride
Riders can view which cities worldwide currently offer test rides and book theirs via the link
here.
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ABOUT VANMOOF

VanMoof was founded in 2009 by Taco and Ties Carlier, two Dutch brothers who dreamt up the perfect city bike.
Today, its sleek, multi-award winning e-bikes offer a high-tech and feature-rich experience for a global
community of riders. As the world’s fastest growing and most well funded e-bike brand, VanMoof is on course to
redefine the future of urban mobility and get the next billion on bikes. VanMoof sells its e-bikes directly to
consumers online, with Brand Stores in over 20 cities worldwide, from Paris and New York, to San Francisco and
Tokyo. Its ever-expanding service network of Service Hubs and certified workshops spans across 50 cities. 
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